Introduction and Background

The timer module is one of the peripherals found on Motorola’s HC12 Family of microcontrollers. The HC12’s enhanced capture timer (ECT) module is an updated version of the original Motorola HC11 Family timer. Like the original, the ECT’s functionality is based around a 16-bit free-running timer/counter.

The HC12 timer has been enhanced with pulse accumulator capabilities, which can be configured to count a predetermined number of events (pulses) and instruct the microcontroller to execute a specific function. The synchronous operation of the logic of the dual-port pulse accumulator (versus the asynchronous inputs) makes it possible for events to be missed, unless the software engineer creates a simple safeguard to prevent execution errors and ensure proper operation of the application. This bulletin gives detailed explanations of the above situations and potential software workarounds.

Detailed Description

Configuring the pulse accumulator to count to a predetermined number of events is simple and reduces CPU overhead. First, configure the pulse accumulator for an overflow interrupt (PAOVI). In that configuration, an interrupt will be generated when the counter overflows from $FF to $00 (or $FFFF to $0000 if in 16-bit mode). Next, preload the pulse accumulator counter with a value corresponding to the desired number of counts. For example, if the controller needs to count 5 events (pulses) and then perform a specific action, load the pulse accumulator counter with $FB. (Calculation, $00 – $05 = $FB)

Once the fifth count occurs, the counter will overflow from $FF to $00, an overflow interrupt would be generated, and the appropriate interrupt service routine would be executed.
However, if an event comes in when the new value is being written to the pulse accumulator counter, that event could be missed.

One solution to this problem is to use the timer input function available to the same pin to monitor the pulse accumulator input. If the timer interrupt flag is cleared prior to the PACNx write, it may then be read after writing the pulse accumulator to check whether an event occurred during the write to PACNx cycle.

Within this normal workaround, there are two potential situations which can occur:

- A timer interrupt flag (CxF in TFLG1) may read an incorrect value if a read of TFLG1 occurs one cycle after the event. Under all circumstances, the interrupt flag is asserted one full clock cycle after the event was detected. Then, one cycle after that, the flag can be read correctly.

- The HC12 (not the HCS12) pulse accumulator overflow flag may not be asserted at the appropriate time (HC12 errata AR_644 and AR_645, ECT: pulse accumulator overflow). This may occur when preloading the counter with a $FF (or $FFFF in 16-bit mode). Like the previous situation, this will only occur if an event transpires while the pulse accumulator counter is being written. However in this situation, it is the pulse accumulator overflow flag which is not being correctly asserted, even though the pulse accumulator overflows. This happens on the HC12 because the overflow flags are masked during a write to the pulse accumulator counter. Therefore, if the event occurs while writing to the counter, the counter will roll over, but the overflow flag will not be asserted.

If you are using a newer part, like one from the HCS12 Family, the second situation does not happen but the first situation can still occur.
**Figure 1** shows a flowchart for a successful software check against missing events on the HC11 MCU during a write to the PAC.

There are two cases in which this flowchart must be modified in order for the flag to be correctly caught and the pulse accumulator updated:

- HC11 conversion issue
- Missing interrupt request errata for HC12 MCU’s
Case #1 – HC11 Conversion Issue

The first case has to do with cycle count differences between HC11 and HC12 MCUs. On both families, there is a short delay from when an edge occurs on the pulse accumulator to when the actual accumulator is updated. The timer structure is the same as on older HC11 devices, but identical code running on an HC12 has been shown to occasionally miss events. The event is not really missed. Because the HC12 instruction set requires fewer cycles to execute certain instructions, the HC12 reads the result early, before the bit has been set. See Figure 2 and note when the CxF bit is set in the TFLG1 register versus when it is read. The HC11 takes two cycles to read the TFLG1 register so the CxF bit is set by the end of the read.

The sequence detailed in Figure 2 shows the required series of events that can cause a timer flag to be missed in the HC12 or HCS12 MCU. Notice at [A] the external PAC input signal arrives in the PAC one clock period later.
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Figure 3 shows a NOP instruction allowing the TFLG1 assertion prior to being read by the CPU. Notice at [A] the external PAC input signal arrives in the PAC one clock period later.
Case #2 – Missing Interrupt Request Errata for HC12 MCUs

The second case (applicable only to the HC12, not the HCS12) is that a somewhat unlikely series of events can cause the pulse accumulator to not generate an overflow interrupt (PAOVI) when the counter goes from $FF to $00 (or $FFFF to $0000, depending upon mode of operation). This could cause the code to miss an overflow event. Refer to Figure 4; the PxOVF bit does not get set.

Figure 4 shows a NOP instruction allowing the TFLG1 assertion prior to being read by the CPU, but the overflow flag (PxOVF) is still missed. Notice at [A] the external PAC input signal arrives in the PAC one clock period later.

Figure 4. Sequence of Events Required for Missed PA Interrupt Request
Errata for HC12

The pulse accumulator logic could fail to generate an interrupt request and/or set the PAOVF when a trigger event occurs at the same time a $FF$ value is written to the PACx register (even though the register rolls over to $00$).

**NOTE:** The trigger event may be delayed from pin activity 256, 512, or 1024 module clocks if the DLYCT register is non-zero.

Workaround for Both Asynchronous Write and Missing Pulse Accumulator Overflow Errata

Motorola recommends that the input capture function for the subject channel be enabled prior to writing a value to the PACx register. Write to the pulse accumulator register. Then execute one NOP (to allow the timer to update the input capture flag). Then read the input capture interrupt flag to see whether it is set. If yes, a check must be made for a missing pulse accumulator event. A flow chart of this is shown in Figure 5.
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Conclusion

In summary, the versatility of the enhanced capture timer module provided by the pulse accumulator function allows an engineer to easily perform event timing-based functions without the software overhead previously required. The pulse accumulator provides an internal hardware-based solution rather than software to monitor an input capture channel or poll a general-purpose input pin.

The exceptions described in this document would have little or no effect on most applications. For the select cases where this may pose a problem, a simple solution has been provided.